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Abstract—It is common to embed instruments when developing integrated circuits (ICs). These instruments are accessed at post-silicon validation, debugging, wafer sort, package test, burn-in, printed circuit board bring-up, printed circuit board assembly manufacturing test, power-on self-test, and operator-driven in-field test. At any of these scenarios, it is of interest to access some but not all of the instruments. IEEE 1149.1-2013 and IEEE 1687 propose Test Access Port based (TAP-based) mechanisms to design flexible scan networks such that any combination of instruments can be accessed from outside of the IC. Previous works optimize TAP-based scan networks for one scenario with a known number of accesses. However, at design time, it is difficult to foresee all needed scenarios and the exact number of accesses to instruments. Moreover, the number of accesses might change due to late design changes, addition/exclusion of tests, and changes of constraints. In this paper, we analyze and compare seven IEEE 1687 compatible network design approaches in terms of instrument access time, hardware overhead, and robustness. Given the similarities between IEEE 1149.1-2013 and IEEE 1687, the conclusions are also applicable to IEEE 1149.1-2013 networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is increasingly common that integrated circuits (ICs) are equipped with embedded instruments to enable post-silicon validation, debugging, wafer sort, package test, burn-in, printed circuit board (PCB) bring-up, PCB assembly manufacturing test, power-on self-test, and operator-driven in-field test. For each of these cases—referred to as usage scenarios hereafter—it is of interest to access some but not all of the instruments [1]. As an example, a memory built-in-self-test (MBIST) instrument might be accessed (1) during yield learning for a new process to choose the most suitable algorithms, (2) during wafer sort and package test to detect defective devices and perform repair, (3) in the burn-in process to cause activity in the chip and to detect infant mortality [2], [3], (4) during PCB bring-up [4], (5) during PCB assembly manufacturing test [4], and (6) during power-on self-test and operator-driven in-field test. Also, the number of accesses to a given instrument typically varies between different scenarios. For example, during yield learning, an embedded memory might be tested several times by running multiple BIST algorithms. Another example is reading out the memory contents for diagnostic purposes [5]. In both examples many accesses might be needed. In contrast, during manufacturing tests, an embedded memory might be tested only by accessing the associated MBIST engine a few times to setup the algorithm, start the BIST, check for its completion, and read the results.

Furthermore, at design time it is (1) difficult to foresee all needed scenarios, and (2) how many times an instrument will be used at each of the scenarios. The number of needed scenarios and the number of accesses might be affected by late design changes, adding/excluding tests, or change of constraints, such as power consumption. Some changes may only be known after manufacturing.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the 1687 architecture will be briefly introduced and related previous work will be reviewed. Section III will present the problem formulation, and list the contributions of this work. In Section IV, network design approaches will be presented. Section V will present the performed experiments, and the paper will be concluded in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND PRIOR WORK

In this section we first briefly describe non-reconfigurable and reconfigurable scan networks. We then discuss TAP-based reconfigurable scan networks as described by IEEE 1687 and IEEE 1149.1-2013.
Non-reconfigurable Scan Networks: A regular scan-chain is utilized to access embedded instruments (Fig. 1). The time for accessing any number of instruments in the scan-chain of length \( l \) is calculated as \( t = (p + 1) \cdot l + p \cdot T_a \) [11] where \( p \) is the number of times the scan-chain is accessed and \( T_a \) is the time it takes to apply a shifted stimulus and capture its response. In [11], \( T_a \) is equal to one. The hardware overhead is minimal as all instruments are always on the scan-path. However, if a single instrument is to be accessed, useless dummy bits that contribute to additional time are shifted through for all other instruments.

Reconfigurable Scan Networks: In [11] and [12], it is shown how the use of dynamic reconfiguration for scan-chains lowers the test application time at the cost of extra hardware components. In particular, [11] presents daisy-chaining of scan-chains (Fig. 2) which makes it possible to include only those scan-chains in the scan-path which are needed for current access. To avoid a long combinational path, a bypass register is used for each excluded scan-chain. The control signals for the multiplexers are not provided from the same scan-chain they are reconfiguring, which makes the approaches in [11] and [12] different from TAP-based reconfigurable scan networks where multiplexer control signals are generated by scan elements on the same scan-path. An early example of such a dynamically reconfigurable TAP-based scan network was presented in [13]. As shown in [14], it is however possible to create a daisy-chain-like architecture for 1687, which is discussed in Section IV-D in this work. In [14], the focus is on verification and access vector generation.

IEEE 1687’s Hardware: To enable variable-length (flexible) scan-path, 1687 introduces two components:

1) a Segment Insertion Bit (SIB), which is used to include or exclude a scan-chain from the active scan-path. Fig. 3 shows a simplified schematic of a possible implementation of a SIB, as well as a symbol which we will use through the rest of this paper. Fig. 3(a) shows only as few components and terminals as are needed to explain the operation of a SIB: a one-bit shift-update register, and a mux. However, a realistic schematic would contain more components (such as logic gates for gating control signals, keeper muxes for the registers, and delay elements to avoid race condition) and terminals (such as selection and control signals used to enable shift and update operations).

2) a \textit{ScanMux} control bit, which is a shift-update register that can be placed anywhere on the scan-path to configure one or more scan multiplexers (ScanMux components). Fig. 4 shows a two-bit ScanMux control register used to configure a network of two instruments. In this work, we consider one-bit ScanMux control bits, to control two-input muxes which bypass instrument shift registers in, e.g., daisy-chained architectures.

IEEE 1149.1-2013’s Hardware: The flexibility in an IEEE 1149.1-2013 TDR is achieved by defining segments of that TDR as selectable. A selectable segment mux with a one-bit wide control, is similar to the SIB component specified by 1687. Moreover, 1149.1-2013 also allows for controlling a selectable segment mux from another part of the scan-path or from other TDRs. The selectable segments can be nested to create a hierarchical network for accessing instruments, similar to what is achievable by a hierarchical 1687 network.

Both SIBs and ScanMux control bits must be configured to have the correct value every time the scan-path they are on is accessed. Such configuration data is considered as overhead since it is not part of instrument data.

The Access: To access the network of instruments from the chip boundary, 1687 specifies the JTAG TAP as the primary interface. Interfacing is performed by connecting the first level (SIBs) of the 1687 network as a custom TDR to the JTAG circuitry. This TDR is referred to as the Gateway. As an example, Fig. 5 illustrates a small 1687 network consisting of three instruments (namely a DFT instrument, a sensor, and a debugging feature) and four SIBs. The instruments are interfaced to the scan-path through shift-registers with parallel I/O. Initially, the SIBs are closed and the scan-path consists of the two SIBs which form the Gateway TDR. To access the instruments, SIBs must be programmed to include corresponding shift-registers into the scan-path. In this paper, access is defined as (1) shifting input bits into the instrument’s shift-register (shift phase), (2) latching the contents of the shift-register to be applied to the internal circuitry of the instrument (update phase), (3) capturing the output of the instrument into the shift-register (capture phase), and (4) shifting the captured values out (shift phase). The shifting out of the instrument outputs can overlap in time with shifting in the input bits for the next access. The number of clock cycles it takes to perform the update and capture phases and go back to the shift phase is referred to as CUC [7].

Pattern Description Language (PDL): 1149.1-2013 and 1687 use a similar Pattern Description Language (PDL) for describing the operation of embedded instruments. For example, assuming that the DFT feature in Fig. 5 is a BIST instrument, to operate on this BIST instrument there is a need of PDL commands (read/write) to configure the SIBs such that the
BIST instrument is placed on the scan-path. While the BIST instrument is running, there is no need to access the network for this particular instrument. Hence, the PDL commands can be divided as commands that configure and access the network, such as read/write, and as commands that utilize a given network configuration without requiring any accesses, such as a command used for waiting for a number of clock cycles.

**Access time and test time:** As some PDL commands are used to configure the network (read/write), the time for accessing instruments is called access time. In access time, the waiting for an instrument (such as a BIST engine) to finish its operation is not included. The waiting time is constant regardless of where in the network the instrument is. The access time, on the other hand, depends on where in the network a particular instrument is placed. The test application time includes both access time and the time each instrument takes to finish its operation (which is captured by wait cycles in PDL). In this paper, we focus on network design; hence, we focus on access time.

**Retargeting and Access Schedules:** Given the PDL of each instrument, EDA tools generate scan vectors defining which instruments should be active at any time. These scan vectors are applied from the JTAG TAP. The process of generating scan vectors is called retargeting. These scan vectors form schedules that determine which instruments should be active at any given time. In general, schedules have to take resource conflicts and power limits into account. A flexible network eases the process of meeting different conflicts and limitations. Interestingly to note is that with a flexibility where each instrument individually can be included and excluded, any schedule is possible.

### III. Problem Statement and Contributions

In this work we address the problem of designing 1687 networks for multiple scenarios. We use the following notations:

- a set of scenarios, denoted by \( S \), in which for each scenario \( s \in S \), an access schedule and a weight \( W_s \) are specified. The weight \( W_s \) is assigned by the designer as a relative metric for the importance of access time reduction for that scenario as compared to the other scenarios, and

- a set \( I \) of instruments in which for each instrument \( i \in I \) the length of its interface shift-register \( L_i \) and the number of accesses \( A_{i,s} \) at a scenario \( s \) are provided.

The contributions are as follows: First, we compare seven network design approaches in terms of OAT and hardware overhead. The considered approaches are flat network, flat daisy-chained network, a hierarchical network, a hierarchical daisy-chained network, multiple networks (each network is optimized for a given-scenario), multiple daisy-chained network (each network is optimized for a given-scenario), and separate control and data TDRs.

Second, we present OAT calculation for hierarchical daisy-chained networks. It should be noted that the test time calculation formulas presented in [11] cannot be used to calculate OAT for daisy-chaining in 1687, due to (1) the presence of ScanMux control bits on the scan-path, (2) that we consider hierarchical daisy-chaining, as well, and (3) that we consider both sequential and concurrent access whereas in [11] only formulas for the concurrent access are considered. Moreover, the OAT calculation algorithms presented in [7] are for the SIB-based 1687 networks and cannot be used either. Therefore, in Section IV-D, necessary OAT calculation algorithms will be presented for such 1687 daisy-chained architecture.

Third, since it is likely that not all usage scenarios are known at chip design time, we investigate the robustness of the studied approaches toward scenarios not known at chip design time. Intuitively, a robust approach should introduce as little time overhead as possible into OAT regardless of the scenario. That is, considering that OAT consists of both instrument data and overhead (i.e., clock cycles spent on network configuration and CUC), an approach is said to be robust if the ratio of OAT to instrument data does not change dramatically between scenarios. Therefore, we calculate the ratio of OAT to instrument data for each scenario that a given approach is used in, and we consider the standard deviation of the calculated ratios as the metric for robustness of that approach. The smaller the metric value is, the more robust the approach will be.

In the work, we explore the flexibility features of 1687 networks. To focus on network design, we assume that each instrument can be included in and excluded from the scan-path. Making use of such flexibility, which eases the retargeting process, makes it possible to avoid PDL discussions (discussed in Section II). For the analysis of instrument access, we assume sequential and concurrent schedules. In the sequential schedule, instruments are accessed one at a time and the accesses for each instrument are completed before accessing any other instrument. In the concurrent schedule, accesses to all instruments start at the same time. For both schedules, when there are no more accesses to be performed to a particular instrument, the network is reconfigured to exclude that instrument from the scan-path. In addition, we have performed experiments where we limit the the number of instruments that can be active at the same time.

### IV. Design Approaches

In this section, we detail the seven network design approaches, namely the “flat network”, “hierarchical network”, “multiple networks”, “daisy-chained” counterparts for each of these three, as well as “separate control and data TDRs”.

For each of the approaches, the network topology is detailed with an example, how to design the network, and the OAT analysis. For the OAT analysis, we assume that the instruments are accessed according to a sequential and a concurrent schedule. For “flat network”, “hierarchical network”, and “multiple networks”, the algorithms presented in [7] are used. For the daisy-chained counterparts and the “separate control and data TDRs” approach we present OAT calculation algorithms.
In this work, we make use of the Huffman tree inspired network construction algorithm. However, instead of using the number of accesses for each instrument as the base for placement of instruments, we assign an attribute, \textit{weighted number of accesses} \((A_{i,w})\), to each instrument. This weighted number of accesses \((A_{i,w})\) captures both the number of accesses for an instrument in each scenario \((A_{i,s})\) and the relative weight of the scenarios \((W_s)\), and is calculated as \(A_{i,w} = \sum_{s \in S}(A_{i,s} \times W_s)\). The reason for this assignment is that in the scenario-based design problem, unlike the study in [10], each instrument is associated with more than one number of accesses (one per scenario). The idea is to design a network which performs reasonably well for all the given scenarios, by considering the relative weight assigned to each scenario.

### C. Multiple Networks

In this approach, a dedicated network is designed and optimized for each scenario. Each network is then connected to the JTAG TAP through a dedicated TDR. The instruments whose interface shift-register is to be accessed through multiple scenarios (i.e., multiple TDRs) can be shared among the corresponding networks by using, for example, a scheme similar to the one shown in Fig. 8. In the presented scheme, tristate buffers are used to control to which network the shared instrument shift-register is connected. The enable signals in this scheme (i.e., En1 and En2) are applied from the TAP circuitry. That is, given that no two such TDRs are active at the same time, the same enable signals that are applied to the TDRs, are used to connect the shared instrument shift-registers to the scan-path which belongs to the active TDR. The two networks in Fig. 8 are designed for two scenarios where the Sensor instrument is used in both scenarios, while the DFT and the Debugging instruments are each accessed only in one of the scenarios (hence each accessible only through one of the TDRs). Although the Sensor instrument is shared by both networks, each network dedicates a SIB to it.

For the design of each network for its given scenario, the algorithms in [10] can be used. For each network and its given scenario, access time is calculated by using the algorithms proposed in [7].
Daisy-chained

The daisy-chaining approach for 1687 is illustrated in Fig. 9. To switch the instrument shift-registers on and off the scan-path, multiplexers are used. These multiplexers are controlled by ScanMux control bits placed on a separate branch of the scan-path. To select between the two branches, other ScanMux control bits placed on a separate branch of the scan-path, multiplexers are used. These multiplexers are controlled to switch the instrument shift-registers on and off the scan-path.

![Diagram](image_url)

Fig. 9. An example of the use of hierarchy in daisy-chaining

Fig. 10. The tree corresponding to the network in Fig. 9

D. Daisy-chained

The daisy-chaining approach for 1687 is illustrated in Fig. 9. To switch the instrument shift-registers on and off the scan-path, multiplexers are used. These multiplexers are controlled by ScanMux control bits placed on a separate branch of the scan-path. To select between the two branches, other ScanMux control bits denoted by $C_1$ and $C_2$ are used which are themselves on the scan-path. To avoid long combinational paths, bypass registers are used in place of an excluded shift-register. 

In Fig. 9, the sensor and the debugging instruments are placed in a deeper hierarchical level, which allows saving access time by removing their associated bypass registers and ScanMux control bits from the scan-path, when these instruments are not being accessed.

The hierarchical daisy-chained network in Fig. 9 can be seen as a counterpart for the hierarchical SIB-based network in Fig. 7, in the sense that one instrument is placed at the first level of hierarchy while the other two are placed at the second level. This way, it is possible to create a daisy-chained counterpart for each of the SIB-based flat and hierarchical networks discussed in previous sections. In the same way, for the multiple networks approach, a daisy-chained counterpart can be constructed for each of the networks.

In the following, OAT calculation algorithms are presented for the concurrent and sequential schedules. To use these algorithms, we model the given daisy-chained network as a tree in which each internal node corresponds to a $C$ ScanMux control bit (see Fig. 9), and each leaf node corresponds to an instrument. We clarify this with the help of the example tree shown in Fig. 10 which models the network in Fig. 9. Each node in the tree is associated with a state attribute which when set to 0, signifies that the node’s corresponding instrument/segment is bypassed, and when set to 1 signifies that the corresponding instrument/segment is on the scan-path. Each leaf node has two other attribute/value pairs: accesses, marking the number of accesses, and length, marking the length of the shift-register for the node’s corresponding instrument. Each internal node, has also an accesses attribute whose value is the maximum

Algorithm 1: For the concurrent schedule

```plaintext
Input: A tree $T$ describing the daisy-chained network
Output: OAT
1 while root.accesses > −1 do
   2 $SL := 0$; // Scan-path length for the current access.
   3 root.accesses := TraverseConc(root)
   4 $OAT := OAT + SL + CUC$
```

among the values for accesses found in that node’s subtree.

Below we detail the OAT calculations for concurrent and sequential schedules.

1) Concurrent Schedule: The OAT calculation steps are captured by Algorithm 1 in which each access to the instruments (Lines 2–4) comprises of (1) resetting the variable $SL$ which stores the number of clocks needed to scan data through the scan-path, (2) a call to TraverseConc() (Line 3) which updates $SL$ and returns the number of remaining accesses, and (3) adding the counted number of cycles to OAT (Line 4) which involves shifting $SL$ bits and performing a CUC. The algorithm terminates when there are no more accesses to be performed and the last responses are also shifted out (i.e., $root.accesses \leq −1$).

Function TraverseConc receives a tree node (corresponding to a segment in the daisy-chained network) as input, and by recursively calling itself (1) calculates the number of clocks needed to shift data for the current access (stored in $SL$), and (2) calculates and updates the remaining number of accesses for each instrument/segment in the node’s subtree. If the $C$ ScanMux control bit for the segment represented by node contains a logic zero (Line 3), the multiplexer control path (i.e., the ScanMux control bits path) is selected and should be configured such that the instruments/segments with remaining accesses are placed on the scan-path while the rest are bypassed. This reconfiguration involves (1) shifting one bit per each ScanMux control bit in the segment (Line 2 and Line 4), and (2) updating the node’s state to select the instrument path (Line 5). If, however, the instrument path in the current segment is selected (Lines 7–19), for every child node (instrument/segment) on the path which has remaining accesses (Lines 10–17), if the child node corresponds to

- an instrument, the algorithm reduces the remaining number of accesses by one and adds the number of required clocks for shifting the data through the instrument’s shift-register to $SL$ (Lines 10–12),
- a segment, the algorithm calls itself recursively (Line 14).

2) Sequential Schedule: The OAT calculation can be performed by traversing the tree and calculating the required number of clocks needed for network configuration and instrument access, at each of the leaf nodes. Such tree traversal is shown in Function TraverseSeq which as input receives an internal tree node and calculates the number of clocks required to sequentially access the instruments in the segment represented by that subtree. When an instrument in a given segment is being accessed, the rest of the instruments/segments in that segment are bypassed which means that their corresponding bypass registers are on the scan-path. This is handled by Line 1 which considers $|node.children| − 1$ bypass registers and one
Function TraverseConc(node)
1 Remaining := -1 ; // # of remaining accesses in node’s subtree
2 SL := SL + 1 ; // +1 represents the C ScanMux control bit
3 if node.state = 0 then
4 SL := SL + [node.children]
5 node.state := 1
6 Remaining := node.accesses
7 else
8 foreach child ∈ node.children do
9 if child.accesses > -1 then
10 if [child.children] = 0 then
11 child.accesses := child.accesses − 1
12 SL := SL + child.length
13 else
14 child.accesses := TraverseConc (child)
15 if child.accesses < 0 then
16 node.state := 0
17 Remaining := max{Remaining, child.accesses}
18 else
19 SL := SL + 1 ; // +1 for the bypass register
20 return Remaining

Function TraverseSeq(node)
1 SL := SL + [node.children]
2 foreach child ∈ node.children do
3 if [child.children] > 0 then
4 OAT := OAT + SL + 1 + CUC
5 TraverseSeq (child)
6 else
7 OAT := OAT + (child.length + SL + CUC) · (child.accesses + 1)
8 SL := SL − [node.children]

C ScanMux control bit (each internal node corresponds to a C ScanMux control bit) on the path to each of the input node’s direct child nodes. For each child node (Line 2), a configuration step is considered (Line 3) to put the node’s corresponding instrument/segment on the scan-path and put the other instruments/segments in bypass. If the node is an internal node (Line 4) the function calls itself recursively, otherwise the number of clocks needed to access the instrument corresponding to this leaf node is added to OAT (Line 7). On return, one ScanMux control bit and [node.children]−1 bypass registers for node’s subtree (i.e., in total [node.children]) are reduced from the scan-path length (Line 8). In the OAT calculation (Line 7), it is considered that each instrument i is accessed $A_i + 1$ times (+1 for shifting out the last responses), and that for each access $SL + L_i$ bits should shift followed by performing a CUC. Function TraverseSeq is initially called with the root node as the parameter.

E. Separate Control and Data TDRs

In this approach, there is one TDR for ScanMux control bits and one TDR for instruments (Fig. 11). When the scan-path is needed to be reconfigured, the TDR with control bits is accessed (i.e., TDR-2). Then, after the scan-path is reconfigured, the TDR with the instruments (i.e., TDR-1) is selected in order to access the instruments. In this architecture, since ScanMux control bits are not on the same scan-path as the instruments, it is possible to pipeline the instrument data through the bypass registers, and therefore effectively reduce the time wasted in the bypass registers. The overhead reduction can be understood by referring to the work in [15] in which it is shown how pipelining of data through bypass registers in a daisy-chained scan-path results in extremely low test time overhead. This is in contrast to the work in [11] which shows that time is wasted in passing the bypass registers. The key difference between [11] and [15] in their assumptions on bypass registers is that in [15] it is assumed that bypass registers are dedicated to DFT, whereas in [11] the bypasses are functional flip-flops converted to scan registers. Since the contents of functional flip-flops change during an execution step (application of stimuli), it is in general not possible to pipeline the test patterns through them. Such wasted time in passing the bypass registers was also present in the daisy-chained approaches discussed in Section IV-D, in spite of assuming dedicated bypass registers. The reason was that the C ScanMux control bits (see Fig. 9) were on the same scan-path as the instruments, which required programming them with the correct value for every access. This constraint is, however, not present in the network shown in Fig. 11 since ScanMux control bits are placed on a separate TDR, and therefore, it is possible to reduce the access time overhead by pipelining the instrument data through the bypass registers.

The access time calculation for the networks such as the one in Fig. 11 can be done similar to the test application time calculation in [11] for concurrent schedule, and to the test application time calculation in [15] for sequential schedule. However, as mentioned above, the calculations in [11] for the concurrent schedule are done under the assumption that time is wasted while scanning through the bypass registers—which is not the case in the architecture presented here. Moreover, in case of TAP-based networks, we need to take the IR scans (needed to perform the network reconfigurations) into account as well, which makes the access time calculation for TAP-based networks different from the calculations in both [11] and [15]. Therefore, in the following, we present the complete OAT calculations for the separate control and data TDRs approach. We assume that initially TDR-1 is selected (Fig. 11).

Below we detail the OAT calculations for concurrent and sequential schedules.

1) Concurrent Schedule: We start by the concurrent schedule in which accesses to all instruments start at the same time. When there are no more accesses to be performed to a particular instrument, the scan-path is configured such that this instrument is bypassed. OAT ($T_{total}$) consists of the time it takes to setup the network by configuring the ScanMux control bits ($T_{setup}$), and the time it takes to perform the required number of accesses ($T_{access}$):

$$T_{total} = T_{setup} + T_{access}$$

Below we derive the formulas for $T_{setup}$ and $T_{access}$. 
To derive the formula for $T_{\text{setup}}$, assume that there are $N$ instruments, $A_i$ is the number of accesses to be performed on instrument $i$, where $1 < i < N$, and that the instruments are ordered on the scan-path such that $A_1 > A_2 > \cdots > A_N$. In the concurrent schedule, the network is reconfigured each time the access to an instrument is completed. Hence, there are $N$ reconfigurations needing a setup, and for each reconfiguration, we need to switch to TDR-2, shift in the configuration data into the ScanMux control bits, and switch back to TDR-1. This setup time is captured in the following:

$$T_{\text{setup}} = N \cdot (T_{\text{switch}} + N + T_{\text{switch}})$$

where the first $N$ represents that the network should be reconfigured $N$ times, $T_{\text{switch}}$ represents the time to switch TDRs (taking the TAP FSM from shifting data, to loading an instruction and back to the shifting data state), and the second $N$ represents bits that are shifted in through ScanMux control bits.

We now derive $T_{\text{access}}$. Initially all instruments are included in the scan-path and $A_N + 1$ accesses are performed until the access to instrument $N$ (which has the least number of accesses) is complete and the last responses are shifted out. The time it takes to perform $A_N + 1$ accesses is calculated as follows:

$$T_N = \sum_{i=1}^{N} L_i + T_{\text{CUC}} \cdot (A_N + 1) - T_{\text{CUC}}$$

where $L_i$ is the length of the shift-register for instrument $i$. The reason that one $T_{\text{CUC}}$ is reduced from the calculated time is that this $T_{\text{CUC}}$ is included in the time $T_{\text{switch}}$ for the next network reconfiguration (i.e., in (2)).

At this point, instrument $N$ should be bypassed, which requires one reconfiguration. Performing the remainder of accesses for instrument $N - 1$ takes the following time:

$$T_{N-1} = 1 + \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} L_i + T_{\text{CUC}} \cdot (A_{N-1} - A_N) - T_{\text{CUC}}$$

where 1 represents flushing the pipeline after the last access (i.e., one extra clock is needed to shift the captured responses out completely through the bypass flip-flop for instrument $N$). In the same manner, we get the following time for performing the remainder of accesses for instrument 1:

$$T_1 = (N - 1) + (L_1 + T_{\text{CUC}}) \cdot (A_1 - A_2) - T_{\text{CUC}}$$

where $(N - 1)$ represents flushing the pipeline after the last access through the bypass flip-flops for instruments 2 to $N$. Finally, we can write $T_{\text{access}}$ as:

$$T_{\text{access}} = \sum_{j=1}^{N} T_j$$

where $T_j$ is (by assuming $A_{N+1} = -1$):

$$T_j = (N - j) + \sum_{i=1}^{j} L_i + T_{\text{CUC}} \cdot (A_j - A_{j+1}) - T_{\text{CUC}}$$

The above OAT calculations are performed under the assumption $A_1 > A_2 > \cdots > A_N$. But if there are instruments with the same number of accesses, since accessing them starts and ends at the same time, they share the same network reconfiguration step, and also the flushing of the pipeline will be performed once for all of them. Moreover, if instruments do not appear on the scan path in the assumed order, it can happen that two instruments are active with some bypass registers in between them on the scan-path. In this case, instrument data cannot (in general) be pipelined through those bypass registers. The reason is that the captured responses from the instruments at the beginning of the path might break the scan vectors which are pipelined for the instruments further down the scan-path. For these cases, to take the time wasted in the bypass registers—that appear between active (i.e., not bypassed) instruments on the scan-path—into account, (3) should be modified as:

$$T_j = R_b + R_c + \sum_{i=1}^{j} (L_i + R_m + T_{\text{CUC}}) \cdot (A_j - A_{j+1}) - T_{\text{CUC}}$$

where $R_b$ represents the number of bypass registers on the scan-path preceding the currently active instrument, $R_c$ represents the number of bypass registers on the scan-path after the last currently active instrument, and $R_m$ represents the number of bypass registers that appear between the currently active instruments. Equation (4) shows that the bypass registers represented by $R_m$ contribute to the access time (as overhead) for every access, whereas those represented by $R_b$ and $R_c$ only increase the time once per reconfiguration (to flush the pipelined data). For the experiments we have performed (Section V), we implemented an algorithm based on the formulas presented in this section, that calculate $R_b$, $R_c$, and $R_m$ values based on the placement of the currently active instruments on the scan-path, and therefore takes into account the time wasted passing through the bypass registers.

2) Sequential Schedule: In the sequential schedule, instruments are accessed one at a time and the accesses for each instrument is completed before accessing any other instrument. The order of accesses has no impact on OAT ($T_{\text{total}}$), which can be written again as $T_{\text{total}} = T_{\text{setup}} + T_{\text{access}}$. Regardless of the number of accesses, $T_{\text{setup}}$ can be written as:

$$T_{\text{setup}} = N \cdot (T_{\text{switch}} + N + T_{\text{switch}})$$

Assuming that $T_i$ is the time it takes to complete $A_i$ accesses for instrument $i$, we have:

$$T_{\text{access}} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} T_i$$

where

$$T_i = (N - 1) + (L_i + T_{\text{CUC}}) \cdot (A_i + 1)$$

In (5), $N - 1$ represents the bypass flip-flops that should be flushed after the last access to instrument $i$.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present results for the comparison of the presented design approaches, in terms of OAT and hardware overhead. To perform the comparison, a set of on-chip instruments representing those in an advanced system-on-a-chip are needed. We created a benchmark based on the UltraSPARC T2 processor [16], which contains 48 MBIST engines, eight L BST engines, and about 70 high-speed serial lanes. We assumed that
a BIST technology such as Intel’s IBIST [17] is applied to the high-speed serial links, and we ended-up with a list containing more than a hundred on-chip instruments having on average a shift-register length of about 20 flip-flops. Given the above observations, we constructed a benchmark with 100 instruments each having an interface shift-register length of 20 flip-flops.

Moreover, we assumed eight access scenarios for which Table I presents the considered set of instruments and how they are accessed. In Table I, column 1 lists that there are five types of instruments, column 2 lists how many of each type of instrument are considered, and columns 3–10 list the number of accesses for each instrument type for each scenario. In Table I, under the headers for columns 3–10, the access schedules as well as the weights assigned to scenarios (within parentheses), are presented.

In the following, we describe two sets of experiments we have performed to examine (1) the robustness of the studied approaches against new scenarios not known at design time (Section V-A), and (2) the robustness of two of the selected approaches against general access schedules (Section V-B).

A. Robustness Towards New Scenarios

1) Aim: In this set of experiments, we consider three cases: (A) when the networks corresponding to each of the approaches in Section IV are designed and optimized for scenario S1 (i.e., by using the number of accesses and the access schedule for S1), but are later (when the chip is manufactured) used to access the instruments according to scenarios S2–S8 as well, (B) when the networks are designed and optimized for scenarios S1–S5, but are later used to access the instruments according to scenarios S6–S8, and (C) when all scenarios are known at design time and therefore the networks are designed and optimized for all scenarios.

For the experiments, we calculated OAT for each of the approaches for the same experiments, we considered three cases: (A) when the networks corresponding to each of the approaches in Section IV are designed and optimized for scenario S1, (i.e., by using the number of accesses and the access schedule for S1), but are later (when the chip is manufactured) used to access the instruments according to scenarios S2–S8 as well, (B) when the networks are designed and optimized for scenarios S1–S5, but are later used to access the instruments according to scenarios S6–S8, and (C) when all scenarios are known at design time and therefore the networks are designed and optimized for all scenarios.

For the experiments, we calculated OAT for each of the scenarios listed in Table I, by the use of the algorithms proposed in Section IV-D (for the “Daisy-chained” approach), algorithms based on the formulas presented in Section IV-E (for the “Separate control and data TDRs” approach), and the algorithms presented in [7] (for the rest of the approaches). In the access time calculations, CUC is considered to take four test clock cycles, and $T_{\text{switch}}$ for the case of “Separate control and data TDRs” is assumed to take 19 test clock cycles.

As baseline approach for the comparison, we use the non-reconfigurable scan network (Section II), and refer to it as “Regular scan-chain” in the presentation of the experimental results. OAT is calculated using the formula presented for the non-reconfigurable scan network (Section II), considering $l = \sum_{i=1}^{N} L_i$ and assuming $T_o = 4$ (TAP overhead, i.e., CUC). When accessing instruments according to the concurrent schedule, $p$ is considered as $\max_{1 \leq i \leq N} \{ A_i \}$, where $A_i$ is the number of accesses for instrument $i$. For sequential access $p$ is considered as $\sum_{i=1}^{N} A_i$.

As the metric for comparison of the networks (i.e., comparing the corresponding considered design approaches), the weighted sum of OATs for each scenario was calculated for each of the approaches, as $\text{Sum} = \sum_{s \in S} (OAT_s \times W_s)$. The weights are those assigned to each scenario (Table I).

2) Calculation of Hardware Overhead: Regarding the hardware overhead, the total number of flip-flops and multiplexers used to construct the networks are reported. The aim is not to report an exact component/gate count, but rather a relative metric to enable us to compare the networks. To this end, only the shift and update flip-flops and scan multiplexers are considered. As examples of how the hardware overhead is calculated in the experiments, the hardware overhead calculation for the network in Fig. 7 and its daisy-chained counterpart in Fig. 9, is presented here:

- The network in Fig. 7 is considered to have eight flip-flops (four shift and four update flip-flops), and four muxes.
- The network in Fig. 9 is considered to have 16 flip-flops (six shift, six update, and four bypass flip-flops), and six muxes.

For the “Multiple networks” approach, the reported numbers are the sum over all networks designed for each of the scenarios. Moreover, the number of tristate buffers used to share instruments among these networks are also reported. As mentioned in Section IV-C, if an instrument is shared among multiple networks, each network should separately dedicate hardware resources (e.g., a SIB) to that instrument, which effectively increases the hardware overhead for this approach in comparison with other approaches. As an example, the hardware overhead for the network in Fig. 8 is calculated as eight flip-flops, four muxes, and two tristate buffers. In Fig. 8, if instead of one instrument, all instruments were shared by both networks, the hardware overhead would increase to 12 flip-flops, six muxes and six tristate buffers, as each network would have to dedicate a SIB to each of the three shared instruments.

3) Presentation and Discussion of the Results: Tables II–IV present the results of the experiments in details. The tables have the same layout where the first column lists the examined approaches. Columns 2–4 present the used hardware components for the construction of the network corresponding to each of the approaches. The hardware components are reported as the number of flip-flops (represented by column “F.F.”), two-input multiplexers (“Mux”), and tristate buffers (“Buf.”) used to share an instrument shift-register among multiple networks (Fig. 8). Columns 5–12 list for each scenario the product of the OAT and the assigned weight for that scenario. Column “Sum” presents the sum of values in columns 5–12, to be...
TABLE II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR CASE A WHEN THE NETWORKS ARE OPTIMIZED ONLY FOR S1–S5, BUT USED FOR S1–S8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Hardware overhead*</th>
<th>Weighted OAT (OAT,c × W,c)</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular scan-chain</td>
<td>0 0 0</td>
<td>8,423,014,404</td>
<td>20,240,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat network</td>
<td>200 100 0</td>
<td>521,196,904</td>
<td>4,620,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat daisy-chain</td>
<td>302 101 0</td>
<td>521,207,300</td>
<td>4,620,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical network</td>
<td>304 152 0</td>
<td>147,054,246</td>
<td>4,143,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical daisy-chain</td>
<td>562 205 0</td>
<td>147,054,242</td>
<td>3,995,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple networks</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple daisy-chains</td>
<td>300 100 0</td>
<td>100,900,100</td>
<td>4,387,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separate control and data TDRs</td>
<td>300 100 0</td>
<td>100,900,100</td>
<td>4,387,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*F.F., Max, and Buf. represent the total number of flip-flops, multiplexers, and tristate buffers, respectively.

TABLE III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR CASE B WHEN THE NETWORKS ARE OPTIMIZED FOR S1–S5, BUT USED FOR S1–S8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Hardware overhead*</th>
<th>Weighted OAT (OAT,c × W,c)</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular scan-chain</td>
<td>0 0 0</td>
<td>8,423,014,404</td>
<td>20,240,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat network</td>
<td>200 100 0</td>
<td>521,196,904</td>
<td>4,620,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat daisy-chain</td>
<td>302 101 0</td>
<td>521,207,300</td>
<td>4,620,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical network</td>
<td>304 152 0</td>
<td>147,054,246</td>
<td>4,143,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical daisy-chain</td>
<td>562 205 0</td>
<td>147,054,242</td>
<td>3,995,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple networks</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple daisy-chains</td>
<td>300 100 0</td>
<td>100,900,100</td>
<td>4,387,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separate control and data TDRs</td>
<td>300 100 0</td>
<td>100,900,100</td>
<td>4,387,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*F.F., Max, and Buf. represent the total number of flip-flops, multiplexers, and tristate buffers, respectively.

From the “Sum” columns of Tables II–IV it can be seen that Sum for “Regular scan-chain”, “Flat network”, and “Flat daisy-chain” is at least two times larger than Sum for the rest of the approaches. “Separate control and data TDRs” shows the best Sum among all which makes it specifically interesting given that it has a fixed architecture (which does not change with the usage scenario). Therefore, it can be expected that by adding even more scenarios, more or less the same behavior (in comparison with other approaches in terms of OAT) can be expected from this approach. “Multiple networks” and “Multiple daisy-chains” also show a low Sum as well as good results for the individual scenarios, but at the cost of a very high hardware overhead. In this regard, showing a low Sum for Case C (for which there exists an optimized network for each scenario in “Multiple networks” and “Multiple daisy-chains”) is no surprise, but for Case B where S6, S7, and S8 were not initially known at design time, we still observe good results from these two approaches. “Hierarchical network” also shows good results given its relatively low hardware overhead. However, it might be that the low Sum we observe for this approach cannot be expected for additional scenarios, since we already see an increase in Sum when going from Case B to Case C (in which all scenarios are considered at design time) for this approach.

Table V presents the robustness metric (see Section III) for each of the approaches under each of the considered cases. It can be seen that “Separate control and data TDRs” shows the smallest value and therefore is the most robust among the studied approaches. Since this approach has a fixed architecture, its robustness metric is the same for all cases (a similar argument applies to “Flat network” and “Flat daisy-chain”, as well). Moreover, since the placement of instruments on the scan-path for the experiments was chosen randomly, and therefore the benefits of pipelining instrument data is only partially exploited (see Section IV-E1), it can be expected that even for future scenarios a similar degree of robustness will be observed. It is notable that under Case A, “Hierarchical network” and “Hierarchical daisy-chain” (which were optimized only for one scenario) show a relatively good degree of robustness. This can be explained by the hierarchical design of these networks: For example, for “Hierarchical network”, the average number of SIBs on the scan-path is less than 16 SIBs which should be explained by the hierarchical design of these networks: For example, for “Hierarchical network”, the average number of SIBs on the scan-path is less than 16 SIBs which should be compared to the average of 100 SIBs for the “Flat network”.

To sum up, the “Separate control and data TDRs” and “Hierarchical network” approaches show good results, in terms of OAT, hardware overhead, and robustness.

B. Robustness Against General Schedules

For the scenarios listed in Table I, we have considered sequential and concurrent access schedules. However, to evaluate the robustness of the networks against general schedules, we...
performed an experiment in which the instruments in scenario S1 are accessed according to partially concurrent schedules in groups of 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 concurrent instruments. As for the approaches, we took “Hierarchical network” (this time only optimized for S1) and “Separate control and data TDRs”, which had performed reasonably well in the previous experiment (regarding OAT, hardware overhead, and robustness).

The result of OAT calculation is presented as the chart in Fig. 12. For “Separate control and data TDRs”, we assumed a random order of the instruments on the scan-path so that the pipelining of data through bypass registers cannot be fully exploited (see Section IV-E1). A general observation is that the “Separate control and data TDRs” approach still performs better than the “Hierarchical network” approach in all cases. It can also be seen that as concurrency increases, OAT decreases, which is mainly because overhead of CUC (and SIB programming in case of “Hierarchical network”) is amortized over multiple concurrent accesses [7]. Moreover, the OAT reduction for “Separate control and data TDRs” from sequential access (denoted by “1” in the chart) to five concurrent instruments is not as significant as the corresponding drop in OAT for “Hierarchical network”. The reason is that the positive effect of sharing the CUC overhead is partially countered by a significant increase in overhead from bypass registers (i.e., passing data through those bypass registers that appear between active instruments on the scan-path, preventing pipelining of instrument data through them). This overhead from bypass registers does not decrease much as concurrency increases and therefore, for the case of fully concurrent access (denoted by “100” in the chart), OAT for both approaches become almost similar.

As for robustness, since applying any change in the access schedule (e.g., a change in concurrency, as is the case here) can be regarded as creating a new usage scenario, the same metric defined in Section III can be calculated and used for this experiment, as well. To do so, we calculated the ratio of OAT to instrument data for all the cases presented in Fig. 12 and got 0.05 for “Separate control and data TDRs” and 0.24 for “Hierarchical network”. The lower standard deviation for the former confirms that the “Separate control and data TDRs” approach is robust against changes in the concurrency in the schedule, as well.

VI. Conclusion and Future Work

Integrated circuits contain a high number of embedded instruments which are accessed at several points during the life cycle, from wafer sort to in-field test. At each point, referred to as a scenario in this work, some instruments but typically not all are accessed. Different from previous works that only assumed one scenario with a fixed number of accesses, we studied and compared seven 1687 network design approaches in terms of overall access time, hardware overhead, and robustness. We compared the networks against several known scenarios as well as when scenarios not known at design time were added. The results indicate that the approach using two separate JTAG test data registers for the instrument access network, one to configure the access network and one to access the instruments, results in best overall access time and robustness at low hardware cost. While we made use of sequential, concurrent, and general schedules in the experiments, we will as a future work further study the impact of general schedules. We will also explore architectures that make use of broadcasting, which is suitable when instruments of the same type are accessed at the same time. Finally, we will perform a more detailed hardware overhead comparison that also takes routing into account.
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